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Brazilianite, the new phosphate, NazAloPaOro(OH)t, is described by

Pough and Henderson* as follows: monoclinic, 9:97"22', perfect {010}
cleavagel specific gravity 2.94; axial ratios a:b:c:1.1056: I ' .0.6992'

Dr. Pough sent several small crystals of brazilianite to the Department

of Mineralogy at Harvard University ior r-ray analysis. The following

data obtained on them are presented to make the description of the

mineral more complete'
Two sets of rotation and Weissenberg photographs were taken (1) on

a small fragment mounted so that the axis of rotation was normal to the

{010} cleava+e; (2) on an elongated crystal rotated about the axis of

elongation, which proved to be [101]. From the Weissenberg photographs

(abolut [010]) d00':7.00 A, droo:11.10 A, (about [101]) doro:10.08 A.

Using Pough and Henderson'sB:97o22'the cell dimensions are ao:lI '19

A, Do: 10.08 A, co:7 .06 A. The.e give the axial ratios ol as'.bnzcs:l. lt02

:1.0.7004, which is in good agreement with Pough and Henderson's

morphological ratios and validates their choice of the unit form'

The extinction criteria determined from the Weissenberg photographs

conform to the sPace grouP P21fn.

The specific gravity of three small fragments (15-20 milligrams) of

brazilianite was determined on the Berman density balance. Two of these

gave a value of 2.977 and, the third 2.975, slightly higher than that given

by Pough and Henderson. Using the lattice constants given above and

the deduced cell content of two molecules to the unit cell, the calculated

specific gravity is 3.025. This is in closer agreement to our value than

2.94 given by Pough and Henderson.

Opti,cal proPert'i'es

The indices of refraction given by Pough and Henderson were con-

firmed. and in addition 2v and the optical orientation were determined

on the universal stage.
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* Pough, Frederick H., and Henderson, Edward P., Brazilianite' a new phosphate

mineral: Am. Mineral.,3O' 572-582 (1945).




